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360 Panoramic Video Creation Tool for VR, PSVR, CV1, Samsung Gear VR, Daydream, Windows
Mixed Reality, Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, Google Cardboard and all devices that support 360° videos
Import and synchronize videos Analyze the footage, stitch and preview the result Set export
parameters Choose from among multiple export options Backed by The Creative Group, an award-
winning VR company Online Help included Video de 360º downloadável Combine videos into a single
panoramic sequence that can be viewed by your family or friends with virtual reality headsets.
Synchronize the video footage with each other and overlay a variety of effects to create your own
unique panoramic videos. VRDL Panorama Movie is a fairly simple application that enables you to
create and share 360-degree panoramic video clips with your smartphone, tablet or other PC. The
program is perfectly suited for beginners who are looking for a way to share their memories with
other members of the family. It enables you to take advantage of the capabilities offered by the
available virtual reality platforms, as well as smartphones with additional cameras. Why use VRDL
Panorama Movie? - Easy to use; no complex configuration required - Panoramic videos that can be
shared on various devices - Multiple effects and titles can be added to your panoramic video - App
provides support for most VR devices, including the Google Cardboard - VRDL Panorama Movie is
compatible with a wide range of mobile devices The application works for Android 4.4 or later,
including the stock Android Browser and Google Chrome VRDL Panorama Movie is compatible with
most of the smartphones available on the market today. It requires a minimum of 4GB of storage
space. Technical details VRDL Panorama Movie is an easy-to-use program that makes it possible to
create and share panoramic video clips with your family or friends. It enables you to take advantage
of the capabilities offered by the VR headsets, as well as smartphones with additional cameras. You
can use the program for the following purposes: - Taking panoramic videos - Stitching multiple
videos together - Adding filters, titles and effects to the panoramic video - Sharing panoramic videos
on social media The software is designed to work with many of the virtual reality platforms available
today. You can use it to take 360-degree videos with Google Cardboard, Samsung Gear VR, Oculus
Rift, Daydream
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Key-Macro: A powerful and easy-to-use macro tool, Key-Macro can generate powerful macros to
automate tasks in any software. Supports Adobe After Effects, Premiere Pro, Photoshop, Final Cut
Pro, Premiere Pro, Poser, and many more. Price: $55.00 ($50.00 USD) Download: Like: Twitter:
Source: Source: VRDL Pano Video Serial Key - NVIDIA Geforce GTX 1080 Ti PLEASE SUBSCRIBE &
ADD ME ON FACEBOOK TO MY VR / 360Video PanoChannel & VR / 360Video's Group: With the
new GeForce GTX 1080 Ti, it gives a new power in VR. NVIDIA Geforce GTX 1080 Ti features ✔ New
features -Resolution & Frame Rate: 8K @ 60FPS | 4K @ 90FPS | Smooth60 | Full HD: 75FPS | 30FPS
✔ Power -VR Performance: Still the most powerful VR set ever, with a powerful card like the GeForce
GTX 1080 Ti. ✔ Driverless -VR Experiences: Only experience the best of VR, without driver. – All
those the fastest VR, when connected to GeForce GTX 1080 Ti, of course. – Powered by VRWorks
SDK: The best VR experiences will become even better. – Powered by NVIDIA G-SYNC: The fastest
VR, refresh rates are up to 2.7FPS faster than the competing technologies. – Powered by
ShadowPlay: Supercharge your favorite apps with NVIDIA ShadowPlay. – Powered by CUDA: Power
your next supercomputing achievements with NVIDIA CUDA. – Powered by DirectX Raytracing:
Ready for VR-ready ray tracing, support for this technology will launch soon. NVIDIA Geforce GTX
1080 Ti is the most powerful set in VR, but GeForce GTX 1080 is a great set, too. Get the power of
both GPUs together with the GeForce GTX 1080 Ti / 1080 / 1060 in 2edc1e01e8
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360 VR Video Editor is the most professional 360 VR video editor for editing 360 degree videos. It's
really help you to create great 360 degree videos without expensive and slow PC. It's provide you all
360 video tools and the easiest way to editing 360 degree videos. It supports dual camera format like
360 panorama, 360 horizontal panorama, and 360 vertical panorama, 360 video with any direction.
360 VR Video Editor supports the following features: 1. Edit the 360 degree videos, insert any 360
degree videos and images, choose photo gallery, trim video clip, crop, scale, rotate, flip, merge or
split 360 degree videos, and add music and text. 2. Set the video brightness, contrast, saturation and
hue. 3. Set the video position and speed. 4. Adjust video brightness, contrast, saturation and hue. 5.
Export the 360 degree videos in the supported formats: MP4, MOV, AVI, WMV, 3GP, WEBM, WEBM,
FLV, FLI, GIF, JPEG, PNG. 6. Compress the video size, adjust the video bit rate, the video format,
audio bit rate, audio format, video frame rate, video frame size, video format, video container. 7.
Apply the text effects: the emoji effects (emoji tools), the animations effects, the motion trails effects,
the motion effects, the blur effects, the stereoscopic effects, the menu effects, the channel effects,
and the video effects. 8. Preview the 360 degree videos from all the direction, choose any direction
to watch the 360 degree video. Description: You can take advantage of the speed and simplicity of a
web server to store and share digital video on the Web. You can use a server to store and share
movies, music, and photos on the Web. Or, you can use a server to store files for web and intranet
applications. By using a Web server, you can use your Web browser to access your files and to
stream media, such as audio and video, to any device, such as a mobile phone or a laptop. A web
server is part of the Web, and can be connected to the Internet. To access your files stored on the
server, you must first visit the web server’s web address. You can use any Web browser to access
the web server. Once you have connected to the web server, you can browse to your files using the
web browser. If you want to
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Create stunning immersive video content with VR video editing software VRDL Pano Video, an easy-
to-use tool for creating immersive 360 video and VR panoramas in no time! VRDL Pano Video is a
fully featured video editing and authoring tool that can produce amazing panoramic videos from
your video clips easily. Besides being easy to use and intuitive, VRDL Pano Video also offers
optimized encoding parameters, GPU acceleration, advanced video filter and many more features to
help you create professional-looking 360 video. Key Features: * Create stunning immersive video
content with VR video editing software VRDL Pano Video. * Easy-to-use. * Load video files from local
drive or other video sharing websites. * Matching audio to video. * Analyze the audio and video
tracks to create a synchronized video. * Synchronize the video clips by using one of the two analysis
modes: GPU-Accelerated Video Synchronization and Audio Synchronization. * Create panoramic
videos by stitching multiple clips. * Fine-tune the video's direction and position. * Customize the
output quality and video format. * Customize the output resolution, bit rate and quality. * Export the
output video to a local video file, to an FTP server or even to the cloud. * Use GPU acceleration to
speed up processing time. * Support on NVIDIA® graphics cards only. Virtual VRDL Pano Video 1
Features Synchronize, stitch and edit 360-degree videos VRDL Pano Video enables you to
synchronize and stitch multiple clips to create a 360 panoramic video that can be viewed with
various players or using dedicated head-mounted displays. Create immersive panoramic videos by
stitching multiple clips VRDL Pano Video allows you to create stunning panoramic videos by
stitching multiple clips together. With the drag-and-drop stitching tools, you can sync the footage,
adjust the positions of the stitched clips, and create 360 video by going through these easy steps.
Batch process with GPU acceleration GPU-accelerated stitching can help you create a 360-degree
panoramic video within a short amount of time, making this stitching software the ideal solution for
when you want to create professional-looking 360 videos. Add your logo VRDL Pano Video also
allows you to add a logo to the output video to make it more professional and unique. Generate
unique video files VRDL Pano Video can be used to generate both webm and mp4 files. The webm
files can be played on all major video players without any extra software, while the mp4 files can be
played on most devices that support video playback. Work on HD video The VRDL Pano Video toolkit
is available for both single and multi-core processors. What



System Requirements:

Windows 7, 8, 8.1, and 10, 64-bit only. 2 GHz or faster processor 3 GB RAM 15 GB available hard
drive space DirectX 11 graphics card 2x DVD-ROM drive Additional hardware required: (a) Windows
Media Player 9 (Windows 7/8/8.1 only) or newer: Microsoft Windows Media Player 9 or newer
(Windows Media Player 11 or higher not supported) (b) Internet Explorer 9.0 (Windows 7/8/8.1
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